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§O. INTRODUCTION 
REAL, complex and quaternionic projective spaces have many common topological proper- 
ties. These common properties are usually proved simultaneously by making an observation 
about a compact Lie group G acting on some space, and then requiring G to be either 
O(l), U(l), Sp( 1). One such topological property is non-cancellation, i.e. S 1 x S 1 # Rp(2) = 
Rp(2) # ZU’(2) # M’(2), S * x S* # P(2) = Q(2) # - U(2) # CP(2) (Hirzebruch) and 
S4 x S4 # M’(2) = HP(2) # -HP(2) # M’(2) (Wall, see [4]). The proofs of these are all 
distinct. The purpose of this paper is to generalize this non-cancellation property and to 
prove it in the spirit outlined above. Letting k = 1, 2, or 4 and Fk = R, C or Hfor k = 1,2, 
or 4, the main result is that there is a (2n - 1)k sphere bundle Jy,,, over Sk of a different 
homotopy type than S(2n-1)k x Sk such that JV,,~ # FkP(2n) = S(*“-‘)’ x Sk # FkP(2n), 
for all positive integers n. 
Definitions. When k = 1,2, or 4 let Fk denote either the real, complex or quater- 
nionic field, let ( 1 denote the usual norm. Let G, denote the compact Lie group O(l), U(1) 
or Sp(1); they can be identified with {,I E Fk : ]I1 = l}. The standard ball in F,” is just 
{if;* **.f A} : c;_l 11;/’ 5 I}, this is denoted as D,,k; this of course is an nkdimensional 
disc. 
Now topologically, FkP(n) is just Dn,k with an identification on its boundary. The 
identification is that {fr, . . . ,f,} is identified with {Af,, . , . , If,} where I. E G,. Now if M”’ 
is an nk-dimensional oriented manifold with or without boundary then Mnk # FkP(n) is 
obtained by embedding D,, k into the interior of M” preserving orientation, removing the 
interior of D,#k and then identifying the boundary as above. Actually we have described 
taking the connected sum with F,P(n) oriented opposite to the natural orientation on 
F,P(n), however, we could rectify this by identifying {f,, . . . , f.} with {Xfl, . . . , l.fn). The 
ensuing arguments would still go through, however the exposition would be needlessly more 
complicated. The interested reader should furnish the necessary modification. The above 
process is just topologically the “blowing up ” process described for example in [I]. 
Although all the results will be stated in terms of homeomorphisms, it is not difficult to see 
that we could actually produce diffeomorphisms with more care although with considerably 
more difficulty. 
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MAIN LEMMA. Ler S,,, = {(I;, . . . ,f2n_-l, X) :fi E Fk, x E R and Clfij2 + x2 = 1). 
Clearly S,, k is homeomorphic to S (Zn-‘)L. Consider the following homeomorphism h 
of the boundary of D, , k x S,, k onto itself 
hCA, (fit . . . , f2n-.l,X>l =L-A V.-x, 
The situation for n = k = 1 is pictured in Figure 1. 
h L_l - .-------- . 
FIG. 1. 
. . . , J.-Y-2n-lr XII. 
L /------- 
Now it is easy to see that h cannot be extended as a homeomorphism of D,, k x S,, k onto 
itself. However we shall show 
LEMMA 1. h Can be extended to a homeomorphism of D, , k x S,,, k # Fk P(2n) onto itself. 
Proof. We split S,,, into two (2n - 1)k balls depending upon whether x 2 0 or x < 0. 
Call these balls Bz k and B; k respectively. Now D,, k x Bz, k and D,, k x B; k are invariant 
under h. The trick to define the extension is to embed D2n,k into D,,, x BiL in the 
domain space and to embed it into D,, k x Bzk in the range space. The embedding of 
D ?,,, k into D,, k x B:k is defined as 
J+ : Mfi, * *. > f2n-I)= Ct_L(fi3*.*9f2n-13J1 -clfi\‘>l* 
J_ is defined similarly. Figure 2 shows the situation for n = k = 1. 
Now make the necessary identifications on the boundaries of Im(J_) and Im(J+). 
IVote that on the D,, k x Bz c in the domain space there is an identification due to the fact that 
it is joined to D,, li x Bik along D,. k x aB;, and a(Im(J_)) n D,, L x aB,1 1! # 0, similarly 
for D,, 1 x Bn;k in the range space. Extend h to 6 form D,,, 5 B;; - im(J_) 
to (D,.k x Bn.k - 0 x B;3 by extending h “radially inwards” towards 0 x B;,. Let x 
and x’ be two points on 8 Im(J_) which are identified, then 
x= c+Lul, ---, f2”-l, Jm)] where If 1’ + Z Ifi!’ = 1 
x’ = IMf, (Jfl, . * . , )Lf22n-l, ,,/-)I where III = 1. 
Then under the obvious extension of L to a(Zm J_) we get 
i;(x) = h(d) = [o, 
provided IfI # 0. 
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FIG. 2. 
If lfl = 0, then L(x) = [0, (a-‘A, . . . , (~-‘j&_i, O)] where a could be arbitrary such 
that Ial = 1 and &x’) = [0, (6-‘lfr, . . . , 6-‘&_i, 0)] where b could be arbitrary such that 
lb[ = 1, but these points are clearly identified on D,, 1 x B,, k. A similar argument allows us 
to extend h on D,_ 1 x B,. L. It is easy to verify that h’ is a homeomorphism. 
Sphere Bzmdes. For more details of this section see [3]. 
Viewing Fk as a k-dimensional real vector space an element of G, via left multiplication 
can be considered as an element of O(k), the n-th dimensional orthogonal group. Now since 
Gt is a (k - 1)-sphere the identity map from G, to G, can be thought of as a glueing map for 
a (k - 1)-sphere bundle over Sk._ This sphere bundle is non-trivial and stably represents the 
generator of 
&-i(G)=& k= 1,2 
=Z k=4. - 
Now the homeomorphism h described above is the glueing map of a (2n - l)k-sphere 
bundle over Sk which represented in matrix form with Gk entries is 
but this is homotopic to -. 
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which represents (2n - 1) times a generator of l-I,_,(O). Hence it represents a non- 
trivial (2n - l)k-sphere bundle over Sk. We denote this sphere bundle as Jy,, L, Now M,, k 
is not homeomorphic to Sk x S(2n-1)k, in fact not even of the same homotopy type (look 
at the k-th Stiefel-Whitney class). Now Sk x Sznsk # FkP(2n) is just D’ x S2”-’ 
v (Dk x S2n-k # FkP(2n)) glued along the boundary by the identity. By the above remarks 
x,,kisjust ti x S2’-’ v ok x Slnek # Fk P(2n) glued along the boundary by h. We define 
a homeomorphism of these two manifolds by mapping ti x S 2n-k into itself by the identity 
and then extending h to h by Lemma 1 on Dk x SZnek # Fk P(2n). Thus we have 
THEOREM 1. Sk x S2”-’ # PkP(2n) = Jy,,, # FkP(2n). 
COROLLARY 1. s’ X s’ # RP(2) = m(2) # m(2) # RP(2). 
Proof: M(2) # RP(2) is a Klein bottle which is JTr, 1 . 
COROLLARY 2. S2 X sz # CP(2) = CP(2) # - CP(2) # CP(2). 
Proof. CP(2) minus a 4-cell is a 2-disc bundle over S2 which represents a generator of 
lTr(SO(2)). Now CP(2) # - CP(2) is just the double of this disc bundle. Therefore it is the 
sphere bundle corresponding to the Whitney sum of this disc bundle with a trivial line bundle. 
This sphere bundle is Jy,, 2 . 
A similar argument shows: 
COROLLARY 3. S4 X s4 # HP(2) = HP(2) # -HP(2) # HP(2). 
$1. CONCLUSION 
When k = 1, Theorem 1 follows from the general fact that taking a connected sum of a 
non-orientable manifold M2” with either S’ x Szn-l or Jy,, 1 produces the sum manifold. 
When k = 2, a generalization of a remark made in [S] shows that if M4” is a non-spin 
manifold and S2 is embedded in M4” so as to bound a 3-cell then h-regardless of the 
framing used on the normal bundle to perform surgery the resulting manifolds are diffeo- 
morphic. This implies Theorem 1 for k = 2. Z conjecture that a similar type result concerning 
surgery on a null homotopic S3 embedded in a manifold M with (M) # 0 will imply the case 
where k = 4. 
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